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Objective: Model and assess potential evolution of 
commercial airline fleet due to the introduction 
of future supersonic aircraft and how technology 
development could reduce the environmental 
impacts of aviation (e.g., fleet-level fuel burn, 
emissions and noise). The effort will examine 
several fleet-level impacts of supersonic 
aircraft operating in commercial service 
and business operations.

Project Benefits: Provide an understanding of how  
introduction of new supersonic transports that 
could enter into commercial airline service and 
private use will affect fleet-wide fuel burn, noise 
and emissions.

Research Approach:
• Use Fleet-Level Environmental Evaluation Tool (FLEET) to 

model airline operations and predict evolution of fleet 
utilization along with environmental impacts

• Purdue’s four major tasks for current effort:
– Expanding FLEET’s US-touching route network to a global 

network
– Updating FLEET’s allocation problem formulation from 

sequential allocation to simultaneous allocation
– Modeling the impact of introducing different supersonic aircraft 

types on supersonic and subsonic aircraft usage 
– Developing business jet analog to FLEET to analyze the fleet-

level impacts of supersonic business jet aircraft

This research was funded by the U.S. Federal Aviation Administration Office of Environment and Energy through ASCENT, the FAA Center of Excellence for Alternative Jet Fuels and the Environment, project 10 through FAA Award Number 13-C-AJFE-
PU under the supervision of Laszlo Windhoffer. Any opinions, findings, conclusions or recommendations expressed in this this material are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views of the FAA.

Major Accomplishments (to date):
• Identification of world-wide supersonic-eligible routes 

complete for multiple SST aircraft types
• Simultaneous supersonic and subsonic aircraft 

allocation approach revived
• Data parsing for business-jet operations complete

Future Work / Schedule:
• Integrate different types of SST aircraft in FLEET (Apr 

‘22)
• Conduct FLEET simulations for multiple SST aircraft 

types based on a US-touching route network (Apr ‘22)
• Conduct FLEET simulations based on a global route 

network (Jun ‘22)
• Develop business jet analog to FLEET (Aug ‘22)
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Global Route Network

• Capture all worldwide demand among WWLMINET 257 airports
– Purdue team purchased worldwide demand data from OAG for years 2011 to 2019
– 2019 route network serves as the “final” route network in FLEET

• Global route network
– Number of routes in FLEET network increase by more than 2.5 times
– Updated route network has 5,317 routes

• Supersonic-eligible global routes
– Potential routes identified based on simplified minimum time SST routing, SST aircraft range 

capability (using an updated SST aircraft model), and potential block time savings (savings of 
more than 1 hour vs. subsonic trip)

– 1,147 potential supersonic routes for a 55-pax M2.2 SST aircraft 
• 895 nonstop routes
• 252 routes with fuel stop

Routes use Purdue’s 

simplified minimum time path; 

not the exact route flown

Potential US-touching
supersonic routes in FLEET

Routes with fuel stops     

Routes without fuel stops 258 total routes

Potential global
supersonic routes in FLEET

1,147 total routes
Routes with fuel stops     

Routes without fuel stops 
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Simultaneous Allocation 
Approach in FLEET

• Allocate supersonic and subsonic aircraft in FLEET simultaneously
– Previous approach followed a sequential allocation; supersonic aircraft 

allocated first
– Simultaneous allocation has several advantages over sequential approach

• Can handle airport capacity constraints
• Can handle airport noise constraints

• Implementation for US-touching route network complete; integration 
with global route network in-progress
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• FLEET implementation for US-
touching route network
– Current Trends Best Guess 

scenario from previous subsonic-
only ASCENT 10 work

– Supersonic aircraft introduced in 
2025 and 2038
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Airport Operations via Simultaneous 
Allocation Approach in FLEET

• Measuring, and eventually constraining, noise and operations 
at each airport must consider both subsonic and supersonic 
operations

• Simultaneous allocation problem enables this type of analysis
– Capture departures and arrivals of each aircraft type at each airport 

• It is now possible to:
– Measure and constrain number 

of operations at each airport as 
fleet and operations evolve

– Assess potential stressors in 
airport capacity and noise 
limitations as demand evolves

– Explore implications of limiting 
arrivals and departures (due to 
capacity or noise)
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Work-in-Progress

• Fleet-level comparisons for different SST aircraft types
– Considering up to seven SST aircraft types 

• Passenger capacities from 55 to 100 and cruise Mach from 1.6 to 2.2
• Different supersonic-eligible routes for different SST aircraft types

– Comparisons the US-touching route network (Apr ‘22)
– Will conduct similar comparisons of SST aircraft types using 

global network (Jun ‘22)

• Business jet analog to FLEET
– Received worldwide business jet travel data for 2018 from 

MDG/CAEP study (Common Operating Database, COD) 
– Analyzing data and identifying appropriate level of abstraction to 

model business jet operations
• Companies providing service, network of operations, fleet size and 

aircraft mix
– Intent to have an allocation-based simulation to satisfy business 

jet trip demand and predict fuel burn from operations (Aug ‘22)
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Potential Future Work

• Investigate impact of SST concepts on airport operations
– How could different types of SST aircraft affect airport capacity?
– How could airport operation policies affect use of SST?
– How could noise and operation constraints at airports affect profitability and 

selection of SST concepts?

• Analyze environmental impact of Business aviation
– How would business jet operations evolve as economy grows/changes?
– What are realistic emission goals given the types of operations of business 

fleets?
– How would a business SST concept change emissions and operations?

• Assess impact of electric and hydrogen aircraft on worldwide aviation 
emissions 
– What pace of technology development would meet current emissions goals?
– What incentives would have the largest impact on accelerated transition of 

aircraft fleets to electric and/or hybrid?


